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Cover Letter 
 

Hi Andrea, 

I hope you are doing well. The forces that push us around sometimes pushed me around a 

bit this time. My daughter stopped by for a week’s visit, a few health issues and a few 

other small things that took some of my time away from me. I think this packet is not as 

strong as the others, but I was able to wrap up a few things that were lying around on the 

table not getting done. So, although the content was not as full as I wanted I at least 

stepped over a few hurdles.  

One such hurdle was in writing about Foucault’s work. I wasn’t quite ready to write 

about it because I was gather more information about connections. I had a strong sense of 

connection between Foucault’s development of the prison system and Bernays’ 

development of public relations and I wanted to tie those together in a proper form. I 

went ahead and wrote out my thoughts, but do not feel like I have found actual evidence 

to support it. I believe I will be returning to this topic in the future as I continue to think 

about the Luff story and how the environments he will deal with affect him. Those topics 

are still a strong force in my direction right now. 

Regarding your points on “The Century of the Self”, I completely agree that looking into 

the context is not only valid, but is required to fully understand the sincerity of the work 

and the authors agenda. One point you made that I had not thought about was the 

financial backing, both who and why. I would think it was partially from the BBC, but 

there may have been others. Curtis’ works have generally followed a similar theme 

throughout his career, and I tend to believe that he is the one who has the most interest in 

the topics, but there could be others that support him with ulterior motives. It would be 

interesting to find out more about that area.  

Another of your points about truth, that it is more complex as it is delved into and 

requires a thorough approach. I am going to throw some rambling thoughts in at this 

time. I hope I don’t end up sounding like a lunatic. What is funny is that should I dig into 

and discover all the parts of the area I am looking into, someone else who read my work 

would have to do the same to find out what my motives are and therefore create a cycle 



of research that would never end. To really know, you either had to be there, or you have 

to dig up all the dirt, treasures and skeletons on your own, for you own personal 

knowledge and understanding. Or you could blindly trust.  I think that is what many 

people do, because they can’t really do the research on everything that is affecting their 

lives. When an opinion of someone else is presented to us, we only choose to act upon 

that influence if we found something in it that prompts a personal investment. One would 

still be acting upon selfish interests, but that is what opinion seems to be after all. Even 

backed by fact and research, unless others follow up on every fact then how would they 

know themselves. It is a vicious cycle.  

At that point opinion becomes sacrificed to suspicion, mistrust and disbelief and no 

individual becomes believable. With opinion sacrificed, where does that leave the 

individual? I know that when I see a doctor, who is a professional, am I supposed to 

believe his word on the subject? I haven’t studied the medical field as he or she has done. 

They have the credentials, yet most people suggest we get a second opinion. What good 

would a second opinion be since I still don’t know the medical field? I now have to 

decide which one knows better than the other. Trust is back, and blind faith. Who do I 

trust more? With two opinions it still comes down to my call based on something I know 

nothing about. Any way it goes it becomes a dilemma. Many of the professionals that I 

have dealt with have made good calls and some have not. Live and learn and don’t return 

to the bad ones. Ah well. I guess I can ramble. Is that my opinion or have I just proven it 

to be true with evidence in fact.  

You also asked about the music in the Curtis documentary. I did feel that there was an 

influence there. It is obvious in many films that music can trigger emotional responses. 

Something happened in the class room during the residency that also showed me how 

much music can affect choice. Avi was anxious and wasn’t going to include the imagery, 

which caused such a strong debate. But before he presented his material, we had listened 

to my music. He told me that he had not decided to present the material until after hearing 

the instrumental piece that included the piano and drums. The title of that track was 

“Ashes” and was about rising up or getting up after being trodden down or feeling 

defeated. He said that the drumbeats affected him in the sense that he had to go ahead 

with what he had set up and let everyone else share their feelings about it, even if it was 

going to be difficult for him to hear. In a way it shows how much he trusted us to tell him 



the truth or he valued our opinions and he trusted the process to and himself to receive 

those comments.  

You asked what I thought of your comments about Media Lens. I thought Media Lens 

seemed a bit self-serving of their opinions. I thought that their focus was directed at 

specific points and that Curtis defended himself by saying their point was not his point. I 

don’t completely agree that Curtis was only focusing on the Freud family, because he 

spent a great deal of the documentary specifically on Bernays methods. Even though he 

would talk of Freud’s daughter and her theories, it seemed to come back to the use of 

Bernays techniques methods about dealing with the masses. Another point you asked 

about regarding Bernays and elitism. I did think that Bernays saw himself as being in the 

elite group and a puller of strings. I found another book that I am preparing to read that 

involves graphic design, marketing and the masses. It is called Brand Washing. I haven’t 

ordered it yet but I plan to. 

You wrote about the possibility of presenting the Luff story as a graphic novel. I have 

thought of doing a graphic novel in the past, but I had not considered it for this project 

before you mentioned it. There is some potential of that taking place and I explored the 

idea some for this packet by looking into graphic novel and comic production. 

The posters that I presented last packet prompted a question about the boxes as being 

Pandora type boxes. I do see them as a form of one. I called them Aegis Boxes as to their 

intent within the story of protecting the head or mind from influence, although in the end 

it will be seen that they don’t really do that at all. In fact, it is set up in such a way as to 

mimic the methods of Bernays’ theories of closing the minds of the masses to protect 

society. So in that way it is somewhat of an anti Pandora’s box meaning that if it is 

opened, and the mind can really see what is going on, then the environmental forces will 

not be able to get them to put their minds back in the box. They will have knowledge and 

awareness, which cannot be returned to its former state.  

As far as the posters are concerned, I do think that the posters can be called ironic and 

satire. They were intended to be happy sounding ideas hiding an opposite meaning. I 

have read “1984” and agree that this feels similar. I think that type of dystopian subject 

will always be with us. I am also reminded of the silent film, “Metropolis.” 



I am enjoying our discussions and find that you have real insight into what I am trying to 

do, even though I may be taking a very winding path to get there. I look forward to your 

further comments this term and hope to produce a greater amount of content in the last 

two terms. Does that mean these packets may never get smaller?  

Greg 

 

 

 

 



Misbehavior, Control and Power 
 

What are the forces that cause human beings to choose to misbehave? According to 

Sigmund Freud’s theories, one might say that forces we can’t control lying just beneath 

the surface of our consciousness drive some of our behaviors. According to Edward 

Following Freuds theory, Bernays suggests it may be something that can be controlled, 

not by ourselves, but rather by others who recognize, analyze and identify what will feed 

our desires, wants and needs. In Discipline and Punish, Michel Foucault does not try to 

identify the forces that cause misbehavior, but rather he looks at how society dealt with 

misbehavior throughout history. Forces within societies and individual lives apply 

pressure upon people to make choices. Some of those choices result in behavior that 

violates our societies accepted laws and rules. Whether those in power or the rule of 

society by governing bodies is in charge there is generally a response to that violation. 

That response has changed over time. Foucault looks at those changes and attempts to 

show how those changes have led to the system we use today. 

His explanations about how punishment and discipline changed over time are meant to 

lead us to a conclusion that incarcerating those who misbehave binds us to governmental 

law, rule and discipline. Part of Foucault’s writing, though he may be dealing with the 

prison system and how it evolved, may actually suggest possible causes for misbehavior 

come from society itself. Just as Adam Curtis through his documentary The Century of 

the Self suggests that there are elite groups in society that attempt to control our behaviors 

using manipulation, deception and information control, Foucault also suggests that the 

elite control our society, but through control of the lesser classes through law, rule and 

discipline. Is there a closer connection between the two methods of controlling the 

masses? Are they being used in conjunction with each other to engage a stronger control? 

Is it possible for elite groups of individuals to actually control society in this manner? 

As Michel Foucault guides us through the history of punishment, he identifies the 

changes that have occurred over the years. He points out that in earlier times criminal 

misbehavior was seen as being directed toward controlling power at the time. For 

example, when you committed a crime you were committing that crime against the Prince 

or the current ruling power. The punishment was enacted as a public spectacle. Thinking 



at the time was that the punishment through pain of the body would be a deterrent of 

criminal behavior. Over time criminal behavior was seen as being directed at a new 

power, which was the society. Society began to provide punishment, but did so not 

through public spectacle of bodily pain, but through the removing of the criminal from 

society through incarceration. The power of society at this point was in the established 

law and those who were chosen to govern the law and rules. 

For the society, guilt is removed when the punished are out of sight and the process taken 

care of by a chosen few. If the threat of prison and punishment works, then why doesn’t 

crime cease? It is fairly clear that it does not work as crime continues and prisons 

continue to be overcrowded. Foucault suggested that there must be another reason to 

effect punishment at this point, since it doesn’t deter crime it must have another purpose. 

If the elite use the system to effect punishment, then they could be using it to maintain 

their position by removing the discontent.  

The incarceration system in our society also imposes economic control for those who are 

not in the elite group by fees, loss of wages and fines. The reason it is not in the elite 

group is that should they find themselves caught within that system, they have enough 

status and financial security and influence to weather the incident. 

Foucault suggests that our current system of incarceration has spawned various systems 

that use its basic rules set. Examples of that set are schools, hospitals, factories, 

orphanage and other institutions. It follows that when setting up a system of this nature 

that the methods used to secure it would be used to maintain it. Foucault suggested these 

methods are forms of control. You could look at them as control through time and 

structure; training and discipline; surveillance or observation; normalization, examination 

or documentation. It would also follow that these forms still exist and are used today in 

the establishment of our institutional methods. Foucault believed that these methods led 

to panopticism within society and created a carceral archipelago. Panotisism basically a 

way to watch every aspect of what is happening from a central location. Carceral in 

simple terms means prison and adding archipelago suggests an series of prisons. 

With this state of existence in mind Foucault believed that the system that had been 

established was oppressive, controlling and kept its people bound and submissive. He 

believed that the social sciences were meant to help to achieve this end rather than to help 



the individual. With today’s terror threats and violence it could seem that his thoughts 

about panopticism could be in effect. From homeland security to computers tracking and 

logging emails, blogs, facebook, twitter, etc., it would be easy for one with the 

technology and know how to monitor every aspect of society.  

My first question was, “Is there a closer connection between the two methods of 

controlling the masses?”, referring to Bernays methods and the methods Foucault points 

out in this book. Observational theories would suggest based on information that is 

available, using Bernays theories to keep the base of society happy with its existence, 

while using the panoptic methods to deal with the delinquent would take care of most of 

the population and apply control at both ends of the rope. This would seem to be an 

effective way to construct mass control and remove undermining forces to an elite 

platform. To choose not to do so would be unwise and therefore a connection between the 

two is quite possible. This would also answer my second question of whether they could 

be used in conjunction to create more effective control.  

Is this possible? The evidence seems to be there, but if a group exists that is actually 

pulling these strings, then factual knowledge of their existence would be detrimental to 

their methods. The best way for them to proceed would be to remain anonymous and 

continue as is. Unless you are one of them you would never know. In fact, one might not 

even know at that point either, if the system had been established some time in the past or 

one had only inherited that status. One would only know to keep doing what they were 

doing because to do otherwise would be to lose what they have in gains. Fear of loss 

would have been established and control actions forward. If it does exist is there really 

any way to know? 

The Album 
 

On the album, I updated the song, “Wake Up” with a better mix and arrangement. I am 

keeping the sound effects literal while Luff is in his safety zone. This way the listener 

will be familiar and more comfortable there as well. When he leaves the safety zone after 

the transition piece “Courage”, this is what I am calling the second track for now, I think 

I will have the sounds change and become unnatural and otherworldly, but still use 



familiar sounds. I will mix them and twist them in some way. I am thinking of going to 

the zoo to capture some sounds for “The Wild” which I think will become the third track. 

Here are links to both the last version of “Wake Up”: 
http://aegisbox.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/wakeup_take4.mp3 

and the new transition track, “Courage”: 
http://www.gregcreative.net/singles/ 

I think the song following that transition will be called “The Wild” tentatively. I don’t 
always write albums in a linear fashion. In fact, on the last album I wrote the last song 
second and many of the songs jumbled. With this one, having a story to follow it feels 
like I am flowing along with that direction.  

Animation 
 

Animation I am finding it difficult to get the front cycle competed because it has a rather 

large obscured portion due to the treadmill, which is making me guess about the 

movement changes frame to frame. That makes the motion seem a little off. I may have 

to spend a bit more time with it than I thought to make it look right. I have also been 

working on so many other items that I had to let some things take back seat for a while. 

Animation was one of those this time. 

Escape: A Game 
 

I enjoy gaming and actually go to Gen Con, a gaming convention in Indianapolis, usually 

every year. I started thinking about choices that are applied in game play and thought I 

would try my hand at creating a game. I am not sure how this may apply to the album 

other than I think Luff is attempting to escape from the forces that are binding him. I 

think it fits well into my practice with regard to forces that affect a players choice and 

with graphic design being a big part of printing components for a game. 

I wanted to create a game where the players started together in an area of which they 

must escape. They will have to face and fight enemies and/or forces, they will have to 

make choices about how to fight together or alone, which way to go based on information 

they gather that make them choose between each map direction. The game may pit them 

against each other at times depending upon where their choices have led them. They will 



also be facing off against the game as it will present them with dilemmas of many types 

that will affects how they choose. I wrote out some rules, created some maps and a fight 

system for dealing with enemy forces. I am building it in a generic way to start, although 

it could be converted into a system for any genre. 

This will also require my graphic design skills and writing skills to produce. The game I 

am thinking of will be a game using standard size cards with its own art and style. The 

cards will be drawn and placed to build a map as they play. Each card played will require 

a decision. It will also require two six-sided dice for random forces and a few small 

tokens to track progress on the map.  

It would basically be a deck of cards. Cards would include sets such as maps, encounters 

or events, fortune and misfortune. 

These are the rules I outlined to start in a rough form. My intention is to build the rules 

into the game as much as possible. I still need to work out the details of play. I play tested 

some parts of the game and made some revisions. 

• Game creators objective: 
o Create a game that is easy to open and start on a table and will be playable 

within 2 hours. 
o Instructions should be included on the cards to guide players as they go. 
o Have some various story and character options that will allow for role 

playing. 
o Develop game play that includes both strategy and random values. 

 

Goal 

Characters have been located in some remote place through for some reason that is stated 
on a story card and they must escape. Players can win by having their character: 

• Escape with the most point values through encounters or items. 
o To keep points they have accumulated the player must escape. 

• Complete a hidden agenda before anyone else escapes. 
• Complete a group quest then defeat the final force. 
• Defeat the final force. 

 

Loot 

• You get point for defeating enemies/forces. 
• All enemies give points as value through an item which one player will draw at 

random from the item card set. 



• You get points for solving a challenge, which could be a trap, locked area, hidden 
area, puzzle, etc. 

o More points will be found in the hidden areas. 
• You get points for finding quest items. 

o Some items combine for more value as a group of items. 
o Items can be traded. 
o Some items will have fortunes or misfortunes instead of point value which 

will improve or impede progress towards escape. 

Setup 

At the start of the game, each player receives one of each of the following at random: 

• A character card, which includes a fortune or misfortune, an ability, and a hidden 
agenda which defines the characters motives and personality. This will be a 
random choice through a dice roll of three possible outcomes. The player will 
process through the game with this force influencing all their decisions. 

• A misfortune. This will affect the choices in the game and is chosen by drawing a 
random card to start. 

• An fortune. This will affect the choices in the game and is chosen by drawing a 
random card to start. 

• A quest. This will affect the choices in the game and is chosen by drawing a 
random card to start. 

Events 

• Enemy & forces encounters 
o Enemies to fight. 
o Forces to overcome. 
o Deceivers 

 Deceivers can steal your items. If you find a Deceiver and defeat 
them you can get back what you lost and possibly more. 

 Deceivers take items and then run and hide. Each new map you 
can roll dice to try and match the Deceiver’s event card value and 
that’s how you will find him. 

 Then you must defeat them to get back your items. 
• Challenges: Traps with have a choice options that will allow a character to avoid 

it. This may result in a lost opportunity or a difficulty avoided. If avoided the card 
may be shown to reveal what would have been possible to allowing the player to 
see the result of that choice. 
 

• Challenges: Locks or roadblocks. These may be overcome through some task. 
The task may take the player longer to complete and may result in a shorter route 
through the game or it may reveal benefits or impediments. Some times this will 
be chance, sometimes it will be through choice. 

o Containers. 
o Entrances. 
o Hidden areas. 

Game Play 



Place a starter map con the table. Put character token on the map to begin the game. 

• The group draws a map card each turn. 
o If the group is separated then each player or groups of players facing a 

new area will draw a map card each turn. 
• If they choose to draw and move into the next area, they must play the new card 

connected to the one they are in currently. 
• If the card does not play, place it back in the map deck, shuffle and draw again. 
• Each map will include may include one of or all of the following represented on 

the cards by icons:  
o Encounter 
o Item 
o Challenge 

• If a character or group finds a encounter too much for them to handle. They can: 
o Call for help, run or continue to deal with the situation. 

• Other characters that deal the most damage, not included 
the character in need, will require one point compensation. 

• A player can chose to have their character wait and enter another character’s map 
area on a later turn.  

• Quests and hidden agendas may force players to follow alternative paths. 
• Players who do not choose to enter a new card area played by another player can 

enter that area on another turn, but will lose their turn after they move and will not 
receive a new map card draw. 

Combat 

Order of play 

• Some one rolls one dice for the enemy forces’ first dice.  
• Players roll three dice.  

o Two for their character. 
o One more for the second enemy force. 

Attacking & Defending 

o Pick the one dice with the highest total of the player’s two dice. 
 That will be the offense and defense for the player’s character 

o Look at the first enemy force dice and compare it to the one dice rolled the 
player. Choose the highest dice 

 That will be the offence and defense of the enemy force for that 
player. 

 Each player will have their own enemy force number to deal with. 
o Use this chart for all attacks and defenses for both characters and enemies. 

 1-4 equals 0 points of damage and zero defense. 
 5 equals 1 point of damage and defends with 1 point of defense. 
 6 equals 2 points of damage and defends with 2 points of defense. 
 Double 1’s, 2’s, 3’s or 4’s is a complete defense and no damage 

will get through either for the player or the enemy forces. 
 Double 5’s and 6’s are complete defense, but will also parry and 

deal double damage to the opponent.  



• If an opponent also rolled doubles then neither will take 
damage. 

• Double fives would deal two damage instead of 1. 
• Double sixes would deal four damage instead of 2. 

Determining Damage 

• Enemies have a point total of 6. Enemies have 1 added for each player in the 
group they are fighting. Roll more than that total cumulative during the fight to 
defeat the enemy. 

• You have a point total of 6. Fortunes, misfortunes, conditions and items will 
modify your character’s point total. If the enemy rolls more than your total 
cumulative, you are downed. 

o Downed characters still roll to defend themselves with penalties. 
 A roll of 1-5 will do no damage and a roll of six will only do one 

point of damage. Doubles will still apply as normal. 
• Example of play. 

o Two characters are fighting an enemy. 
 The enemy rolls two dice: 3 and 5. 

• Toss out the 3 and keep the 5. This will mean the enemy is 
dealing and defending with 1 as the chart above states that 
a five equals one point. 

 The two characters roll two dice each: 
• Character 1: 4 and 4: 

o This is double four and the highest dice is 4. 
 On the chart 4 deals no damage, but doubles 

is a complete defense. 
 Character 1 will deal no damage and defend 

against the enemies 1 point. 
o Character 2: 1 and 6. 

 The highest dice is 6. 
 On the chart 6 deals 2 damage and defends 

with two. 
 The character blocks the 1 from the enemy 

and has 1 left which gets past the enemy 
forces defense by 1 point and deals 1 
damage to the enemy, bringing the enemies 
down to six. 

 The enemy started play with seven points of 
defense: 6 normal and one for each player in 
the group above one. 6 plus 1 equals 7. The 
enemy took a damage and is now at 6. 

 Play continues until there is a victor. 
 This example does not include any items, fortunes or misfortunes, 

which might change the choice of attack and defense strategy. 
• Upon winning the encounter players will roll and the highest roll will draw an 

item card.  
• Players follow the event card for additional combat instructions during that 

encounter. To defeat some enemies it will require: 
o A dice roll. 



o Multiple dice rolls. 
o An item sacrifice. 
o A specific quest item. 
o Combinations of the above 

• If players are defeated they will return to the starting point an retrace their route to 
continue. With each map move they will follow the map cards encounter icons as 
if it had just been played. 

Escape 

• Defeating the main enemy force in an area means you have escaped. 
o If you defeat the main enemy alone, you win the game. 

 This will be very difficult, but may be the only way under some 
circumstances. 

o A group of characters that defeat the main enemy and escape have won 
and the game will end. 

 The winner within the group is the player with the most points. 
 In case of a tie, both players share victory. 

o Characters who are still in the map area are lost forever. 

Being Defeated 

• While fighting with a group, if an enemy defeats a character the character is 
down. 

o A downed character can still play.  
• While fighting alone, if an enemy defeats a character, the character is lost and 

their points are shuffled back into the loot deck. (Forces come out of the dark to 
snatch up character and carry them off along with and shiny points they have 
accumulated.) 

• The character will choose a new character card and continue in the space of the 
next map placed by another player. 

o Their agenda, quests and other factors will now reflect the new character 
card. 

Kate Bush: 50 Words For Snow 
 

The album 50 Words for Snow by Kate Bush had some very intriguing aspects to it for 

me. I found her vocal arrangements to be haunting at times when she used strange 

harmonies, pitch and compositional turnings. I tried a different form of evaluating this 

album, which was from more of an arrangement perspective. I wrote some notes as I 

listened to each song. I was trying to listen to each part of the arrangements as I jotted 

down thoughts. I listened to some of them several times. In one interview Kate says that 

she never talks about the meaning of her songs and leaves that up to the interpretation of 

the listener. 



Snowflake –  

• Piano: The piano feels like drums in this piece by holding the beat and rhythm.  
• Pace: Emotional and open space for the song listener to relax and breath;  
• Background Elements: This adds texture and contrasts with the space behind the 

vocal and piano, some of them are barely perceptible which has a tendency to 
make me listen to try and hear what is happening there;  

• Vocals: They range from almost spoken words to very high falsetto singing. The 
high vocal is distracting to me at the highest pitches. Sometimes the falsetto 
reminds me of a boy’s vocal in a boy’s choir. 

• Drums: These are used mostly as accent points. 
• Effects: Some tremolo, reverb and some phasing effects. Vocals are fairly dry 

compared to the rest of the mix, but have some reverb added strongly at certain 
sustain points.  

• Thoughts: The mood is nice, relaxing with points of interruption that add contrast 
to the whole. Some spoken parts and the falsetto parts pull you out of the mood, 
where you then have to find your way back in only to get shoved out once more. 
Intentional or not it reminds one of the haphazard falls of a snowflake. 

Lake Tahoe 

• Piano: Creates a rhythm that keeps the song moving. 
• Vocals: Using the out-of-tune minors to add a haunting element to the entire song. 

Lead vocals: These sound desperate. This does not feel like a happy song and has 
an anxious taint to it. 

• Drums: Drums are keeping the time in this one. 
• Thoughts: Reminds me of a ghost story that could have been an episode done on 

Bonanza at the Ponderosa. It is as though Kate has created a folk tale of the lost 
lady in Lake Tahoe that people sometimes see reappear looking for her husband, 
or lost dog or friend. 

Misty 

• Piano: During the rhythmic bass notes on the piano, Vince Giraldi’s Charlie 
Brown notes popped in my head. Hmm. They quickly went away when it gained 
its own moody, spacious feeling. 

• Vocals: Whispery vocals conjuring a sense of a frosty, cold, breath of air that you 
might see coming from someone’s mouth as they talk in a frigid environment. 
There is a sense of some anger within certain elements that suggest she is not 
happy about being alone. 

• Drums: The drums keep timing and rhythm while remaining simple and stay in 
the background. 

• Bass: The bass shows up frequently enough to add depth in key places. 
• Effects: Tremolo creates a similarity to a vocal vibrato. 
• Guitar: There is an interesting use of note bending to add highlights. 
• Thoughts: This could be about a one-night stand that she wants to be more. It 

could be about just missing one she loves, one who is never there when she needs 
them. It could be about wishing for someone to love her. It could be a fantasy 
about loving a snowman, is there a suicide element at the end?  



Wild Man 

• Piano: In this piece the piano seems to be part of the background elements more 
than in the foreground. 

• Vocals: similar to other vocals on the album, using whispery vocals, some spoken 
style lyrics and then using effects to create an eerie other worldly sound to add to 
the story of the yeti or a mysterious beast. 

• Drums: As with the bass, these instruments are rhythmic and not intended to be in 
the foreground. They are creating mood and timing. 

• Bass: The bass is keeping timing with some slides to accent certain phrases. 
• Effects: Once again the use of tremolo to mimic the vocal vibrato and also using 

the keyboards high pitch notes matching the melody. Pitch generator to add 
matching bass vocals and other pitch-changed vocals creates an eerie vocal sound. 

• Guitar: Adding the noting and tremolo along with the vocals creates an interesting 
unity of strangeness. 

• Thoughts: A story about the yeti is my guess. There could be metaphors lying 
around in here, but I didn’t pick up on them myself. This album uses a slow pace 
to most of the songs and adds elements of intensity without driving away from the 
song, like someone gunning a car, but only for a quick moment that adds a slight 
bit of momentum and then falls right back to its normal pace. 

Snowed In At Wheeler Street 

• Piano: The Piano is used for accents. 
• Vocals: In this duo, both vocals are straight forward telling the story. 
• Drums: The drums are also used for accents. 
• Bass: The bass is adding depth. 
• Keyboard: The keyboard violin sound takes over the timing as though time was 

passing by.  
• Effects: Tremolo is a favorite of Kate it seems. 
• Thoughts: The song is about seeing someone that she likes over and over again, 

but never being able to make things work, or not being able to stay together for 
some reason. It could be about remembering loss or remembering the past. 

50 Words For Snow 

• Rhythm: This is smooth and jazzy and contrasts with the spoken works. 
• Vocals: The male vocal speaking the words is engaging and a good use of tone. 

The countdown adds intrigue and a bit of mystery and makes the listener want to 
hear all the 50 words. What will they be? 

• Drums: timing and rhythm,  
• Thoughts: This is a very interesting concept to use the countdown and jazzy 

rhythm. Not a traditional song format, but creates interest. Are some of the words 
just made up? 

Among Angels 

• Piano: The piano is similar to many of the songs on this album, somewhat 
keeping the timing and while adding accents throughout. 

• Vocals: Whispery, but strong with emotional accents. 
• Effects: Keyboard strings for a soft background 



• Thoughts:  The lyrics are pleasant, but the melody is melancholy. The vocals and 
music add to the emotion content. 

 

Journal 
The journal is also on the blog in PDF form.  

4/2/2012 - I started today’s work by setting up the journal dates and getting ready to work 

on some reading and writing today. I spent a little time listening to the song Wake Up on 

my phone and I noticed that the reverb used actually gave the song more presence on the 

small speaker. Much fuller sound than I have ever had previously. I used reverb on all my 

other songs, but never as much as that. On headphones it sounds like it is too much, on 

small speakers it sounds better. I know that Neko Case uses a lot of reverb on her albums. 

It is generally too much for my taste, but I think it works out for her style and vocals. On 

my monitors I find that amount of reverb to be too much unless I have a reason to use it. 

In this case I do. As far as mixing goes, I find it difficult to get a handle on which way is 

the best one to mix from: headphones or monitors or bounce and then listen on earbuds, 

the car stereo or a small jam box. A good number of people are now listening on ear buds 

on one ear which nulls out stereo effects and will even cause them to miss things that 

may be panned. I am sure that the this is an issue for recording for everyone. Decide what 

you are trying to do with the recording and let it stand. The bass in the song is pretty 

strong on headphones and a regular stereo, but almost disappears on the small phone 

speaker. / I posted my first two packets on the blog. I also deleted pages in the blog that 

weren't doing anything. I am not sure how pages work on Wordpress. time to learn. 5 

minutes later. It seems that pages don't do much in Wordpress other than an about page or 

something that just doesn't change info very often. I was hoping that I could create pages 

as categories and post only to those pages. Will not work here.  The gallery wanted a 

video of me playing to post for people to see, so I played around with iMovie a while. 

Learned a little about the program and have a few ideas. 

4/3/2012 - I played around with some ideas for a second song. My thinking was that I 

might work on the wild or nature song. I also need to set up a transition from wake up to 

the wild. I thought I would have some footsteps walking, then running and hear a 

waterfall roar getting closer, a small splash and then a larger splash and then cut to 

underwater muffled sounds of grunting, gasps for air, muffled, etc. then heavy breathing 



and dripping sounds of someone climbing out of water after almost drowning, then fade 

up the wild and nature sounds going into the second song. 

4/4/2012 - I worked on a bit of writing for Discipline and Punish.  I also set up the front 

animation and began working on completing that cycle. I started a storyboard for a music 

video for the Wake Up song which will include the Luff animations, video of me in 

performance and other elements from the album imagery. My daughter Katey came up 

from North Caroline for a week. I think I may not be able to do as much this week as 

usual so I can spend some time with her. I haven't seen her for about 6 months. 

4/5/2012 - I ended up spending most of the day setting up some sound effects, mixing the 

wake up song and working on a transition piece between this song and the second song. I 

did a literal translation from my story about the metaphor of Luff leaping through the 

entrance of his safety zone. I am thinking of adding some background musical elements. I 

will test something out, but I'm not sure if I will keep it. I have to see what it sounds like. 

First thoughts are that there could be a simple electric guitar plunk or bass plunk, maybe 

some kind of sound in the background instead creating a dramatic sense highlighting the 

importance of the decision/action?  

4/6/2012 - Thought about the literal translation of effects, etc in the album and believe 

that I am going to be somewhat literal at points in the album and have some areas that are 

going to become soundscapes. I can see this morphing as it goes. I don't know where it 

will end up, literally. 

4/7/2012 - Went back to the Discipline and Punish writing. I keep running into a wall 

with regard to the direction I want to take on this. 

4/8/2012 - I started reading some of the Simon Frith book. Didn't get else accomplished. 

Oh. I picked up the guitar and plunked a few notes. I found something that might lead me 

to song number 3 that might work in the city environment. 

4/9/2012 - Katey leaves in the morning. Just spent the day with her.  

4/10/2012 - Katey headed back to NC this morning. I spent some time writing about the 

Discipline and Punish essay. I see parallels between this and Bernays history and want to 



run them together. I am trying to decide if I should do one just about the Foucault book or 

do something about the parallels. Decisions. Decisions. Her trip was safe. 

4/11/2012  - I spent a good deal of time listening to Kate Bush's 50 Words of Snow for 

the third time and taking notes this time. I also reviewed the package that Andrea sent 

about G1 Packet 2. I found the comments very interesting and she had quite a few really 

good points to add about direction and progress. I highlighted the points that she 

requested responses to and a couple of points that I will respond to as well that were not 

direct requests.  I listened to "Cage: "Williams Mix". I will listen to it again and take 

notes and make comments. I think that Andrea's comments about the literal take on 

sounds to begin with is interesting since I had written something similar in my notes 

about a week ago. It's good to see that there is a parallel thought process happening in 

some form. 

4/12/2012 - I did some research on graphic novels/comics. I viewed some you tube 

videos of artists discussing the process and materials they use. I dug up some old panels 

that I did decades ago to remind myself of what I had done previously. Searched you tube 

for marvel comics process, saw creating a comic book page part 1 through 8 with David 

Yardin, comics artist Paolo Rivera talks process, comic ratios Wes Craig describes his 

process, Phil Jimenez shares his page layout process, marvel comics portfolio review at 

NY Comic Con. 

4/13/2012 - Went to the Cincinnati museum of art with Lisa. We went to see the Picasso 

master prints and the Monet in Giverny exhibition. While I was there we heard a choir 

singing in the museum and i was interested in how the natural acoustics of the museum 

blended their voices. I smoothed out the rough edges of missed harmonies and notes and 

just like a Gaussian blur in Photoshop it took out harsh edges and roughness. There was 

also a showing of costumes throughout the museum by Nick Cave called "Meet Me At 

The Center Of The Earth". I found most interesting how the bright colors of the costumes 

created a strong contrast with the paintings in the Renaissance and Baroque and Dutch 

sections. 

4/14/2012 - I ended up troubleshooting two computers today. Took a good deal of time, 

but as usual it ended up being a simple fix in the end. It's always a chore to find the 

problem even if it is simple. Glad that's fixed.  



4/15/2012 - I worked on the front animation. It is taking longer than the others because 

Spenser is partially obscured by the front of the treadmill he was walking on. I knew this 

would be the more difficult one to do. I have to guess at some areas. I also worked on 

setting up a drawing desk in case the graphic novel exploration continues to develop. 

Good thing I did my taxes really early this year. 

4/16/2012 – Listened to and worked on Courage which is what I am tentatively calling 

the transition between song one and two. Played around with a bass line and some drum 

ideas for The Wild which is what I am tentatively calling song two. Thought about the 

literal translation of sounds on the album based on Andreas notes. I had thought about 

this before and still think that in Luff’s safety zone I should keep the sounds literal to 

give the listener something familiar before taking them into the environments. In the 

environments I want to create sounds that are strange, maybe threatening sometimes, to 

Luff and for the listener as well. 

4/17/2012 – Worked on setting up the packet format topics and table of contents. 

Reviewed the material from packet two and emails to prepare to set up packet three and 

the gathering of minds. 

4/18/2012 - Over twenty WWII bombers flew over the house several times today as part 

of an anniversary tribute to the remaining Doolittle Raiders at the Air Force Museum. It 

became a force that influenced my choice for the day. I drove over to the Museum and 

spent a little time looking at history. I dug through some of their era prints and found 

some propaganda posters. One was intriguing in that it looked like a German style poster 

with planes flying in a “V” formation. That must have been to suggest “V” for victory. 

I spent several hours putting together songs and trying to work out the arrangement for 

the live performance. I have a good deal of time I need to spend on preparing for this. 

4/19/2012 – I spent a number of hours trying to update my bibliography. I don’t want this 

to get lost until the end. 

4/20/2012 – I wrote a good deal more about Discipline and Punish. I reviewed my notes 

on 50 Words for Snow and corrected a few errors in my typing. 



4/21/2012 – I worked some more on setting things up for the live show. I’m trying to 

figure a way to get some effects through my amp for vocals and guitar. The firebox 

worked good for getting a signal, but I couldn’t figure out how to get the effects from the 

computer to the amp. I thought it would be simple, but alas it is another time waster. 

Back to the packet. I worked on organizing the table of contents and then worked on 

putting the peer exchange folder in the drop box. Another big time sucker. I ran into a 

problem that was strange. I knew I had accepted the invitation to the dropbox but there 

was not folder available to me. After an hour I realized that I had created a separate 

account just for that and had forgotten about it. All better now. Sheesh. Gotta take a 

break. I’ll finish up tomorrow.  I feel like I could get more done, but the financial 

situation is weighing heavily on my mind. My unemployment ran out and I was able to 

get into the extended program, but who knows how that is going to go. I am overqualified 

for most of the jobs that are available, and under qualified for bachelor’s level without 

this MFA. With my health conditions I feel that I am pressing my luck without health 

insurance. I guess I just keep pressing on.  

4/22/2012 – I sat down and wrote the cover letter today. Even though I felt this packet 

was not as full, I do feel like I am still making progress. I foresee a stronger finish. 

4/2/2012 – Start P4 today. 

 

The Next Step 
 

The previous step: I was able to get the first song mostly complete. I heard a few things 

that I want to modify in the mix; I worked on developing ideas for the game; I did not 

work on the animation parts that I wanted to, which was the storyboarding and the front 

walk cycle. I made some changes to the blog structure and add one item and some 

updates, but now as much as I wanted to and I did not work out the right schedule for this 

yet; I listened to more music and did some writing, but I still want to improve the 

quantity and quality of the writing. 

• Listen to more albums with writing to go with them. 



• Complete the set up for the live performance: practice, format, equipment, set list, 

etc. 

• Do a storyboard for the Luff animation. 

• Read Brand Washing and Performing Rites. 

• Add a couple of new blog articles. 

• Evaluate and set a schedule for writing and recording the next song. Do some 

sound capturing. 

• Complete some more posters. 
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